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MEMO REGARDING OUR PROPOSAL TO FUND EVIDENCE-BASED 
PRACTICES AND RE-ENTRY PROGRAMS TO TARGET HIGH NUMBER OF 
REVOCATIONS OFF OF SUPERVISION 

TO: Zoe Towns 

FROM: John Foote 

CC: Members of the Public Safety Commission 

Date: December 5, 2012 

This memo is submitted to fully and accurately respond to the written worksheet that 
was provided to me on Monday, December 3, 2012 at approximately 5:00 pm via e
mail from Zoe Towns. (A copy is attached as Attachment A). Unfortunately, the 
contents of the worksheet are so inaccurate and misleading a full explanation is 
required. Let me begin with a short summary of our original proposal. 

If you recall, we originally proposed that we identify the more than 2000 defendants 
revoked off of supervision each year (parole, post-conviction supervision and 
probation) to reduce their high revocation rates with proven effective programs. We 
first raised this proposal in my letter to the commission dated October 10, 2012 and 
we later proposed it again in my follow up letter to the commission dated November 
1, 2012. I have attached both of the letters to this memo for your consideration. 
(Attachments B and C) 

In addition, Doug Harcleroad has added more analysis to this concept by examining 
the current prison forecast. He points out that if we can balance releases and 
admissions to prison, the prison population will stabilize. It is Doug's understanding 
that the forecast indicates that over the next few years admissions to prison will 
exceed releases by approximately 28 offenders per month and if we can reduce 
revocations statewide by as little as 28 offenders per month we can stabilize the 
future prison population. 

Both Doug and I specifically mentioned re-entry programs as programs that can 
reduce failures on supervision and I have mentioned community programs such as 
HOPE Probation (currently a pilot program in Clackamas County) which has been 
extensively evaluated with randomly controlled trials in Hawaii. This was the 
framework of our proposal. 



Now let me make a few comments and observations about the worksheet as it 
compares to our proposal. First, we have never proposed that everyone on 
supervision in Oregon (31,000) should be put in a more expensive evidence-based 
program like those in Multnomah and Marion Counties. Our target population was 
about 2,000 offenders who are currently failing on supervision and are being 
returned to prison each year. 

Second, our target was revocations to prison, both as good public policy and as an 
effective way to control prison growth. Obviously we all are very concerned about 
recidivism. But this effort is directed towards reducing revocations (and thereby 
reducing projected prison growth) through better more effective programs of which 
reduced recidivism would be a natural outcome. 

Third, the worksheet's criticism of Doug Harcleroad' s estimate of approximately 28 
defendants per month is misplaced. In fact, the prison forecast itself indicates that 
the average reduction required to balance intakes and releases from prison over the 
next three years will be 31 defendants per month and over ten years it drops to 18 
defendants per month. So, Harcleroad' s initial estimate is in fact quite close to the 
projected numbers. 

Finally, please find attached an Oregon Crim inal Justice Commission Report to the 
previous Governor's Commission on Public Safety dated October 21 , 
2011(Attachment D). I have also enclosed a short transcript of Michael Wilson's 
testimony in front of the previous Commission on Public safety about this report 
(Attachment E). The report contains an evaluation of re-entry programs in Oregon, 
as well as a cost benefit analysis of the same programs. I hope you will have time to 
review the report . 

In summary, it indicates that these kinds of programs can reduce recidivism as much 
as 27%. Even more on point, this CJC evaluation indicates that the cost for these 
programs is $3,400 per offender (far less than the projected cost on the PEW 
worksheet of $30 per day for two years or approximately $21,900 per offender). And 
I can add from our own experience with the HOPE probation program in Clackamas 
County that it would cost far less than the worksheet projections, particularly when 
compared to the already existing costs of our current probation programs which it 
would replace. 

If the Criminal Justice Commission analysis is applied to 2000 offenders it would 
cost approximately $6.8 million per year and if it were applied to 4000 offenders the 
cost would be $13.6 million per year. Either way, the projected costs would be 
drastically less than that projected in the worksheet. And as applied to the target of 
a reduction of 31 revocations per month, this formula would solve the problem of 
prison population growth for the foreseeable future. 

In conclusion, it is puzzling and troubling that people who for some time have been 
advocating for exactly this type of program as being cost effective, and in fact 
presented testimony to the commission to that effect, are now revising estimates that 
make it appear to be prohibitively expensive. It appears increasingly clear that 
achieving the savings demanded by the governor is less important to some than 
altering sentencing policy. 



I hope you will reconsider our proposal with th is new information and disregard the 
worksheet that has been prepared for you . 

Thank you as always for considering my remarks. 

John Foote 
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Foote, John 

From: 
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To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

John, 

Zoe Towns <ztowns@pewtrusts.org> 
Monday, December 03, 2012 5:09 PM 
Foote, John 
funding proposal 
Fully fund community-based EBP.docx 

Sorry for the delay on this. Check out the worksheet attached. I also included some background here on our analysis. I 
know this is a lot of information - we've spent a long time trying to cover all the various pieces of your proposal and to 
do justice to some of the analysis Doug Harcleroad started. But I might not have been clear in my write-up. Please please 
call for any clarifications. I'm free tonight and tomorrow to talk on the phone and I can also stop by your office tmw. I'll 
be driving from PDX to Salem around 2. Let me know. 

First, in terms of costi ng out what it would take to "fully fund" evidence based programs, we looked to CJC's re-entry 
study, Marion County's 416 pilot program and also spoke at length wi th Scott Taylor. Fully funding evidence-based 
programs across the state would obviously be significant to public safety. It could greatly assist in maintaining OR's low 
rate of recidivism and even bringing it down further. As for how those investme nts could impact OR's future prison 
population growth, that's a bit more complicated. 

First it's important to appreciate that OR's rate of recidivism (as defined by a felony conviction inside of 3 years) has 
continued to decline over the last decade. Available evidence shows that the impact of EBP on recidivism depends on 
many factors such as the type of programs ava ilable, the quality of program implementation, the type of offender 
participating in the program and the availability of programming to address other needs. Given what we know about 
programming availability and the complexity of the population's needs we modeled a recidivism reduction impact of 5% 
which is reasonable and a 10% reduction in reCidivism, which would be fairly extraordinary. Leaving aside wha t we don' t 
know about the needs of the population, the availability of community-based programs and the quality of future 
implementation, among other factors, the impact of such recidivism reduction modeling on prison growth could be 
significant al though it still would not stabilize the prison population growth. 

I think it might help to review some of the analysis that Doug Harcleroad did on stabilizing admissions and releases to 
give you an understanding of the dynamics here. His analysis is based on the idea that we" could stabilize the prison 
population by equalizing the number of admissions and relea ses. Completely true. He uses the first 5 months of 2012 
and to calculate the current difference between admission and relea ses to get 28 more admissions than releases a 
month. So right now, if you were able to reduce admissions by 28 or increase releases by 28, you could stabilize growth. 
This would be hard enough to do simply through EBP in community corrections for all the reasons stated above. But 
what makes it even harder is that the prison population is already growing, so the 28 you need to stabilize the growth is 
actually going to be a much larger number very soon. 

Based on the forecast, two things are driving prison growth in the future: M57 and baseline growth. First off M57's main 
effect is in lengthening sentences. That means it's going to lengthen LOS. Dynamically, that means fewer releases every 
month. Secondly: as we have discussed, baseline growth is based on current sentencing and admissions trends, in this 
case enhanced by growth in the risky portion of the population. So it's a bigger population of people likely to commit 
crime, going through a system that is becoming increasingly likely to send them to prison. Those two things combined 
sugges t that number of admissions is likely to grow significantly in the future . In other words, the gap between 
admissions and releases each month is currently 28, but it's not going to stay at 28. That gap wil l get significantly bigger 
over the next several years. 
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In short, these investments would have a significant impact on public safety and reducing crime. If could have also have 
an effect on prison population growth but would not avert future growth alone. 

Happy to talk this through further. 
Zoe 

Zol! Towns 
Senior Associate I Public Safety Performance Project I The Pew Charitable Trusts 
901 E Street NW, 10th Floor, Washington, DC 20004 
tel: 202 .540.6702 Ie: ztowos@pewtrusts,org I www.pewtrusts....or9 

Visit our website: W\·IW,~DubliC$arely,Q rg 

Spam 
Not spam 
Forget previous vole 
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Fully Fund Evidence Based Practices 

Overview 

Offenders either sentenced to probation or released from prison with a period of post-prison supervision are managed 

in the community through county-based commun ity corrections or sheriffs' departments. Access to programs, the 

quality of the supe'rvision and treatment available and the use of practices proven to reduce recidivism is largely a 

county-by-county decision. Thus, there is wide variation among counties for the provision of supervision and services 

intended to reduce recidivism and manage the population. 

The system assessment reviewed by the Commission showed that in some counties, significant resources are directed 

toward evidence-based correctional practices. These resources include the use of risk and needs assessment tools to 

identify higher offenders and the factors that drive their criminal behavior. The application of supervision strategies and 

treatment protocols targeted to the specific characteristics of each offender. And the availability of suppo rt services 

such as transition planning, employment and education se rvices, family therapy and housing assistance that the 

research has shown improve stability as offenders move back into the commu nity and redu ce recidivism. The system 

assessment also showed that several counties currently have very limited capacity to provide these services, to use 

assessments in treatment related decisions and to provide comprehensive supervision to manage offenders in the 

community. Some counties do not have the resources to immediately incarcerate offenders sentenced or directed to 

jail. 

Current cost to the state of community-based supervision and services is $181,000,000 based on supervising 31,000 

offenders at $8 per day per person for 2 years. 

Ful ly fund evidence-based strategies in all community corrections departments in Oregon. A fully-funded strategy would 

support supervision, treatment, su'pport services and jail as a sanction. Reviewing current costs of high-functioning 

programs using evid.en~e"based supervision strateg'ies and programs there are a variety of considerations. Multnomah 

County's REC program costs $47 per day per offender. Marion County's pilot project triggered by the model 

contemplated in 59416 anticipates a $35-$40 per day per offender cost. 

Impact 

Oregon has already achieved a 19% reduction in its recidivism rate in the last decade. It is difficult to approximate how 

much further Oregon cou ld reduce recidivism, but the below impact measures reductions by 5% and 10%. 

5% redu ction - 170 prison beds by 2023 

10% reduction - 340 prison beds by 2023 

Fully-fund supervision and treatment to all offenders - 31,000 individuals 

$678,000,000 - $30 per day per person for 2 years 

Fully-fund supervision and treatment for high and moderate risk offenders -12,000 individuals 

$284,700,000 - $30 per day per person for 2 years 



Fund supervision, treatment and services (no additional money for jail beds) for high and moderate risk 

offenders 

$237,725,000 - $25 per day per person for two years 
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October 10, 2012 

0tt~( v-V'r<~ EJ 
John S. Foote, District Attorney for Clackamas County 

Clackamas County Courthouse. 807 Main Street. Room 7, Oregon City. Oregon 97045 
503655-8431. FAX 503650-8943, www.co.c1ackamas.or.usfdaJ 

Dear Fellow Commissioners, 

RE: Policy Proposals 

Let me start by stating again that anyone who considers the options I have listed below 
first review the various written documents I have previously provided to the 
Commission. They are available on the Clackamas County District Attorney's Office 
website under the tab "News." They put into context the suggestions I am going to 
make below. 

PRISON FORECASTING: 

First, I believe we need to more accurately describe the problem we are trying to fix. 
have previously advocated for a more realistic view of our ability to accurately forecast 
prison populations ten years from now. The most recent forecast does a better job of 
distinguishing between prison population growth that is caused by sentencing policy and 
prison growth that is caused by the growth in Oregon's general population and, in 
particular, its "at risk" population. We now know that 62% of the projected growth in our 
prison population over the next ten years is going to be caused by the projected growth 
in the overall population in Oregon. It should be accompanied by growth in taxes to 
support it. In fact, the state economist has predicted that state general fund revenues 
will increase by 48.2% over the next ten years as compared to a predicted 16.2% 
increase in our prison population. That would seem to suggest the projected prison 
growth can be sustained financially. And it is important to remember that the state 
prison budget currently consumes less than 10% of the overall state general fund. We 
will never address our overall state budget problems on the backs of either DOC or our 
criminal justice system. 

In addition, the most recent forecast shows that eliminating voter-initiated sentencing 
policies such as Measures 57 and 11 would provide only modest budgetary savings. 
Since approximately one-third of the projected prison growth is due to sentencing policy, 
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changing that policy would save only a fraction of the projected $600 million that the 
Governor has stated we will need over the next ten years. In fact; even if these 
measures were eliminated completely and the will of the people ignored, we would only 
save about $200 million over ten years. And that does not take into account the 
potential for increased crime and victimization costs that would far outweigh any 

, savings. 

The prison forecasting process should continue to be improved and fully insulated from 
any and all political pressure. We need the best and most accurate information upon 
which to base our decis,ions. And all future long-term forecasts should contain a 
"margin of error" which takes into consideration the history of long term prison 
forecasting in Oregon. 

However, we also know that tax revenue is under continuous pressure. So, how can we 
try to responsibly address what does appear to be a projected growth in our prison 
population? Do we need to change voter-initiated and approved sentencing policy? 
would propose that we do not. Let me make some specific proposals. 

INCREASED FUNDING FOR EVIDENCE BASED PROGRAMS AND RE-ENTRY 
PROGRAMS WITHOUT CHANGING SENTENCING POLICY: 

According to the information PEW has provided, more than 2,000 offenders are 
returned to prison each year because they failed on either probation, parole or post
priSOn supervision. What can we do about that? Do We need to change the rules that 
are sending them to prison? No. Oregon has been a leader in the growth of "evidence 
ba:>ed" program:> that we have been told repeatedly will change criminal behavior. And 
vye have b,een told those programs are shrinking because of reduced funding . So, what 
if we simply renewed our commitment to fund them adequaiely? What if we had 
funding for programs both in the institutions and in the community? And what if we did 
not try to select, but we let the experts iell us which ones would work best? These 
programs should include robust funding for drug treaiment (such as HOPE courts in the 
community) and a much stronger re-entry program for inmates released from prison. 
Let's fund these adequately and let them naturally reduce the number of probation, 
parole and post-prison revocations. We would only need to reduce that 2,000 number 
by 300-500 per year to begin to balance the intakes and releases from prison, thereby 
stabilizing our prison forecast. And we could do this without iouching voter-initiated and 
approved sentencing. 

EXPAND OUR DEFINITION OF RECIDIVisM: 

We need to change our definition of recidivism to include three categories: arrests, 
convictions and returns to prison . As we have seen from the 2002 national study on 
recidivism that I previously provided you each of these definitions gives us information 
that can help us target our policies most effectively. And it will allow us to more fairly 
compare ourselves to how other states measure recidivism. 
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PRISON COSTS: 

We have been instructed that we cannot consider the costs of incarcerating inmates. 
would submit that if we are not allowed to consider this essential component, we will 
have one hand tied behind our back. So, at the risk of disobeying our instructions, I 
believe that prison costs must be on the table. However, as a former Deputy Director of 
the Oregon Department of Corrections and with great respect for the skill and expertise 
of the professionals who operate and oversee our prison system (which I believe is one 
of the very best in the country in terms of safety of staff and inmates and humane 
treatment of those incarcerated), I do not believe we should attempt to direct how this 
should be done. That must be left to the professionals and they must be given enough 
time to make this work. However, Oregon has one of the highest costs per daylper 
inmate in the country and in 2010 Oregon's costs increased by 16% (according to The 
American Correctional Association of which Oregon is a member) which leads the 
country by a wide margin. 

I would initiate that discussion with the proposal that DOC must reduce its costs per 
daylper inmate by at least 10% over the next seven years. 

AN INVENTORY OF ALL OF OREGON'S EVIDENCED BASED PROGRAMS WITH AN 
EMPHASIS ON RANDOML Y CONTROLLED TRIALS AS THE GOLD STANDARD FOR 
ALL TREATMENT EVALUATIONS: 

I would request that an inventory of all of Oregon's current evidence-based programs be 
assembled by type, number and jurisdiction. For instance, many jurisdictions have drug 
courts. Where are they and how many participants are in each? In addition, this list 
should include the study or evaluation that is evidence that the program works, and this 
list should be updated annually. 

As a part of this effort, I would advocate that each kind of program should be evaluated 
with the most rigorous studies (of which randomly controlled trials are the most 
rigorous). The reason for this should be obvious. If we are to rely on these programs to 
change recidivism in Oregon we must be confident that they are changing behavior that 
would not change otherwise. It is not enough that a program feels good or even that 
those in the program are successful. We should only be investing in programs that are 
changing behavior that would not change otherwise. I believe we often do not give 
enough credit to many of the people we deal with to change without a program. And if 
they can do that, we should not spend money on a program to do it. We should save 
that money for those who cannot change without the program. 

The HOPE program in Hawaii illustrates this perfectly. HOPE has been evaluated with 
randomly controlled trials. The results were both stunning and extremely informative. 
With rigorous weekly drug testing and immediate short term consequences, according 
to this study, 51 % of those in the program stopped using drugs with no positive tests 
and no treatment. Even more interestingly, another 40% actually stopped using drugs 
after as many as three positive tests and without any treatment. Treatment resources 
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saved for those who actually needed It and were not wasted on those who had a habit 
of using drugs, but not a true drug habit. 

We need this kind of critical and rigorous approach to all our programs. 

SMALLER SENTENCING REFORM; 

I would suggest that we also consider two smaller reforms to our current sentencing 
policy that do not affect voter-initiated and approved sentencing laWs. First, I would 
suggest that we modify the charge of Felony DWS to exclude the possibility of a prison 
sentence. When we reviewed the list of "low risk offenders" compiled by PEW we 
noticed that Oregon has a number of these kinds of defendants in prison. With our 
current budget challenges, we believe these can be handled locally. In the same spirit 
and after looking at the "low risk" list, we aiso would propose a modification of our 
current sentencing law on the definition of "substantial quantities" of marijuana. We 
believe it could be modified upwards to be more closely aligned with both Federal law 
and the rest of our current marijuana statutes. We are ready to engage you in this 
discussion in a reasonable way. 

SUMMARY: 

As you can see from our discussion above, we are serious in our attempts to address 
the problems that we are facing, without damaging our current system which we believe 
has been both moderate and extremely successful. I look forward to working with you 
on these issues. 

Sincerely, 

~:::~ 
cc Zoe Towns 

Gabrielle Priest 
Craig Prins 



John S. Foote, District Attorney fot' Clacl{amas County 

Clackamas Count)' Courthouse, 807 Main Streel, Room 7, Oregon Cil)" Oregon 97045 
503655-8431, FAX 503 650 ·8943, wIVw.co.clackamas.or.us/cia/ 

November 1, 2012 

Governor's Public Safety Committee 

Re: Our Policy Options 

Dear Fellow Commissioners, 

I would like to address some concerns I have to members of the Commission as we 
move toward the decision-making process. I also want to present to you again, on 
behalf of District Attorneys throughout the state, the concrete proposals I would like to 
be considered . 

Unfortunately, I believe that the process we have engaged in, and some of the positions 
that have been taken during this process, have been misconstrued in the press. I think 
this is the result of the manner in which information has been provided to members of 
the Commission, Because data presented by the PEW group to the Commission and 
the recommendations of Commission members has not been distributed to all the 
members on the Commission prior to meetings, I for one have not been prepared to 
assess and discuss potential policy options. As a trial lawyer, and a prosecutor, this 
process has been completely at odds with our established norms of disclosure of 
evidence and positions to be taken in a judicial process. It is axiomatic in our profession 
that better decisions are produced by advance notice, and this has unfortunately not 
been the case in this process. 

This has presented the unfortunate appearance that policies are being drafted and 
decisions are being made behind the scenes, and that these policies are best not 
examined closely by members of the Commission. I believe I can say without hesitation 
that this is the position of members of the Oregon District Attorney's Association. I am 
sure that you would all agree that this perception is unhealthy for the process. To make 
sure that this is not the case with my policy suggestions, I wanted to again distribute my 
proposals to all Commission members, well in advance of when we decide on these 
matters. These are largely the same proposals that I earlier presented to the 
Commissioners on October 10. I would also encourage other members to do the same 
with their proposals, so we all have the opportunity to consider them, 
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Here are the proposals that I would like to have discussed by the Commission: 

1. Expanded and enhanced re-entry programs for Ihose released from prisons and 
county jails. National studies 'and studies conducted by our state Criminal Just/ce 
Commission (CJC) have demonstrated that recidivism can be reduced by almost 
40% in certain categories of offenders if they undergo well-designed re-ently 
programs before and after their release from prisons and county jails . Furthermore, 
according to PEW, more than 2000 probationers and parolees were revoked '<lst 
year. We believe that the Legislature should step up and fund these programs and 
all evidence-based programs that reduce criminal behavior that would not change 
otherwise with new independent funding. With 4000 inmates being released from 
state prisons each year and many thousands more released from county jails, re
entry programs that reach just a fraction ofthose offenders should stabilize our 
prison growth without any changes in sentenCing policy. 

2. Revised recidivism definition. Oregon needs a new definition of "recidivism" that 
more appropriately reflects what the average citizen would understand that term to 
mean. There are, unfortunately, many definitions of "recidivism" used around this 
nation and because of that it is impossible to accurateiy compare our system to 
others. Oregon's definition Is certainly one of the loosest in the country. We need to 
adopt a new definition, or at iects! have multiple definitions that include convictions, 
arrests and return to institutions,inthis state and elsewhere, that allow us to 
compare our system to others. 

3. The establishmeni of a robust program to assess andlnventorv evidence-based 
programs in this state. We currently have no effective centralized program to assess 
the effectiveness of offender programming In this state, 

4, Estabiish a system of brison use forecast/ng ihat actually allows policy-makers to 
make meaningful decisions, Piisonforecasts helVe 'been misused by advocates of 
policy changes because they have been ~istorically wrong and because they have 
not been clear about how much prison growth is tied to policies as opposed to simple 
population growth, It is encouraging that the latest forecast is moving In the direction 
of clarifying this point. We should establish clear mandates for the forecasters to 
require future forecasts to do so specifically, in .addition to providing a margin of error 
In forecasts, since they have historically over-predicted prison growth. 

5. Decrease prison costs. It is simply unacceptable to prohibit the Commission from 
considering Department of Corrections (DOC) costs per day, whioh are some of the 
highest in the country. The DOC should be allowed to manage prison cost savings, 
but should be given a target of cost reductions that they must meet. 
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6. Change laws to prevent prison sentences for certain crime. While the examination of 
"low risk" offenders in our prisons revealed that virtually all belong in prison, we 
believe that certain offenses could be excluded from prison sentences, in the interest 
of saving money, without adversely affecting public safety. The two that could be 
considered for changes are Felony Driving While Suspended and marijuana 
distribution in amounts below federal limits for "substantial quantities." 

7. Potential Expansion of 1049 Treatment in Measure 11: Oregon District Attorneys 
remain willing to consider very narrowly constructed sentencing changes to certain 
non-forcible second degree sex crimes and sex abuse 1 in Measure 11. However, 
any such reform must be just and rooted in the principles of proportional sentencing 
and truth in sentencing for violent crimes. Most recent prison forecasts have clearly 
established that Measure 11 is not contributing to future prison growth, so there is no 
urgency to address these potential changes. The fundamental purpose of our 
Commissions' worl< is to reduce the costs of the system, including incarceration and 
there is no economic reason to alter Measure 11. 

Oregon's District Attorneys remain ready and eager to assist in our efforts to reduce 
costs and improve our criminal justice system. We will welcome the opportunity to 
worl< with the legislature and our law enforcement partners to improve an already 
successful system of which we can all be proud. 

With the exception of the last point on this list, all of these proposals were discussed in 
greater detail in my October 10 letter. I hope that we can address all of these matters 
in our discussions. 

Sincerely, 

~,~4' 1~ 
{9PIn S. Foote 

JSK:I<as 





Com mission on Public Safety 

Michae ~ v\JH son t1 lEconomijst 

Oregon Crimi ai Justice Comm~ss~on 
October 21 1' 2011 
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Applications of Cost Benefit : 
Thre'e Exam ples 
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Exa mple 1: Prison Economics 

o What is the impact of incarceration on crime? 

• The Oregon Criminal Justice Commission 
found that a 10%increase in the 
incarceration rate leads to a 2.6% reduction 
. . 
In crime . 

• Others, including the Washington State 
Institute of Public Policy (WSIPP), have 
found simi-Iar results. 

o How many crimes are avojded by 
incarceration? 

o What is the cost-beneflt ratio of incarceration? 
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of Incarceration -.t-----~----r-....... --......... ~-""""'---~_I 
_ :Oregon • Washington 

Year . All Violent Property Drug 
1994 __ ._. $2]8: $9.57 $2.36 $0.37 
1'995 : $242 $8.20 $2.40 $0.37 

. - $1-;98 $7.06 $2.23 $0.34 
1'997 

, 
'$1"81 $6.58 $2.22 $0.36 

1'998 $'l:60; $5.85 $1.94 $0.36 
- 19~9'9· : $'t:31 $5.37 $1.74 $0.32 
2000 - $~c.JO' $5.24 $1.61 $0.31 

- $:-J.t1= $4.87 $1.46 $0.28 
$O~95: $4.46 $1.20 $0.26 

- $:'1-.-01' $4.82 $1.26 $0.29 
- $'1=:O~ : $4.33 $1. 18 $0.32 

20:05 . _ $0':93 $4.35 $1.10 $0.35 
2006 N/A 
2007 N/A 

Source: Gregon Gnminah Justrce:Gommlsslon:and WSlPP 



Example 2. Cost-Be-nefit and 
Pro-gra ms 

o Statewide Re-Entry Program 
Reduces recidivism by 27% 

• For every 10 participants we estimated that 
more than three and half felony convictions 
will be avoided over a 10 year period 

• Costs of Oregon's Re-Entry program are 
$3,400 per pa-rticipant 

• Benefits are $8,600 to taxpayers and 
$14,000 in avoided victimizations 

• Benefit-cost ratio of $6.73 

a 
J 



· Examp-Ie 3. Cost-Benefit a-nd Risk 
Assessm e nt 

o Examine property offenders from 2005-2007 
D Examined their risk of being reconv icted of a 

felony 
D Overlap where some high risk property 

offenders were sentenced to prison and some 
low risk property offenders were sentenced to 
probation 

o By using risk at sentencing it is possible to 
save prison beds while keeping crime constant 
or to reduce crtme while keeping beds constant 

10 



Distribution of Risk Scores by Sentence Type for 
Property Offenders 
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Swa-p high risk probation-ers w ith 
low risk pr isoners 

o M-ethod 1 - Prison Bed Neutra l 
• Move 650 high risk probationer to prison 

o Expect to avoid 350 felony arrests 

• Move 650 low risk prisoners to probation 
o Expect to have 240 felony arrests 

• Savings of 110 felony arrests 
• Using the cost-benefit model we avoid an 

estimated $3.9 million in costs to tax 
payers and crime victims 

12 



Swap high risk probationers wi t h 
low risk p-risoners 

o Method 2 - Crime Neutra l 
Move 78-n low risk prisoners to probationer 
o Expect to have 900 felony arrests 

• Move 550 high risk probationers to prison 
o Expect to avoid 940 felony arrests 

• Savings of 230 prison beds and avoids 40 
felony arrests 
Using the cost-benefit model based on 
Oregon's cost of incarceration we save 
$3.4 million to tax payers 

13 



Just ice 'Reinvestment 
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Just ice Rei nve-st ment 

o Can we sav~e taxpayer money and sti ll 
improve public safety? 

o Are there programs that can red-uce 
crime at a lower cost than 
incarceration? 



WA Stat e Cost-Ben-efit M-o-del 

D Many states are begin_ning to look at 
criminal justice spending through 
cost-b,en,efit a na-l"ysis 

o Oregon is a natio-nal lea-der behind 
Washington and is the first state to 
have this tool operational 



Crimina l Justice Programs 
"Consumer Reports" 

;.,ggre~~ Repl.,c.ernen: T~~ (In:t. ~ 566,954 SlJ,66~ S53.165 (S1,473) $65...481 $45..50 r,,'e 93% 
Function3J F:uniyTher:!:py (I~l) 560,539 513,719 S'6,S::ZO (53,198) SS7,.:K1 518,98 nJ. ."" 
Ag;~ion Re'PI:t.~m~ Tr:3ining (prob3tion) S36,043 sa,144 S21,89S ($1,476) 534.5&6 S~4.44 ~'e 93~~ 

Fmltlion.1J Fllr."IRy~ (prob.3tioo) 537,739 $.'3,536 S29,2D3 (S3,190) SJ4,.S-<9 511.86 641% 99~ 

J.tultidtmen~Qn31 Treatmen: Fo:rter C~ 540,787 SS,343. 532.<43 (S7,7J.9) S3J.047 S5.2a 1~2"~ as% 
Mu:~r(: Thel'3;ly (MSi) $29,302 .$6,521 522.782 (5720$) S22.0eS ~.O7 26-.4 9~% 

F3mily Inteo;r.:J:ed T~n~kioo~ (I~t.> 527,029 55 .... $21,572 (S1D,96S) 51&.052 52.47 17% 86"h 

DruO COUrt $12,737 $2,659 S9,S18 ($3,024) $9.71.3 5<-"2 36" BOO. 

Coordination of Servlee $5.270 51,340 S3,93D (S3S6) S4.tS4 51S.63 ... ,.. 70% 
VIctim 01l'ender Mt>d13tJon $3,922 5917 52,946 (S5&S) SJ..357 SI:-.94 .9% '0''' 
Se:lC'"ed Str.:!Jght (S6,031 ) (Sl.591) ('4.440) (563) (SG.tISlS) ole ole 1~"" 

Adult Crimin31 Justice 

D:!.nliertlUsly MelT.:ltIy III Offender.; $103,5905 $24 ,391 $19..205 (S31 .626) Si'1.96S 53.28 19% 100";" 

Drug Offen:!er Sentencing AJ!em;m..e: drug o!render-: $28,013 S&,SS'l 521,333 (S1.5f1) $26,502 51857 ~~ 98"k 
Co1'Toctioo:JJ EdUc:lDon 6'1 Pn::ort $19,923 $4,785 SlS,13B (51,102) $1S,821 518.11 01. 10w.'~ 

Electronle Monito:1ng 517,008 " .068 $13,()OO 51,00:4 $1&.112 ":e Ne 1\iO"k 

Vocmion:ll Ec!\lc:ltlon In Pr!~.(:m S19,Oaz 54,634 514,449 (51,537) 511.547 $12..43 nI. 100% 

Oruo Tre,l.!:ment In the Community 515,419 S3,671 S",7~ ($2,102) 513.317 57.35 ~'. '00" 
Dn:g Offender Sontenctng AAemo.tfve.: prop. onende~ 514,32": $3,410 510,91" (51,513) S11 .. S11 S9.47 nle 76% 

Iotental He:.1ttl Court 514,230 S3,42": S10,e06 (52.678) $11.352 $..:.95 44% 100% 
CeT(inp~) 510,741 S2.S88 S8,'53 (Sl17) 510.524 549.55 nle 99% 

Drug Tre3tment In Pmon 5';4,351 $3,467 S10,e83 (SJ.894) 510.456 SZ.69 25% '0'"" 
Imen~e Supervision: ~ ~:1tment 517,521 54.216 513,305 (57,712) $9.809 5UB 11% 96"'k 

Oruo Court S~1,75D $1._ 59,106 (54,099) S7,65-: $~S7 'is% "''"'' CBT (in tile communJ1y) $7,]'39 51,~6 55,S!;!1 (m7) S7.522 S35.iO nI. 9~.6 

Wo11r. Releose $6,4ii6 $1,552 $4,914 (Sb49) 55,..&17 S9.97 r',;e 97% 

Correct!on"'llndu~ In Prl-',An S6,3ge 51,546 54,851 ($1.,387) 55.0~1 5":.63 36'. 100% 

COmmunity Employmenl Tr.1in[n~Job ':"~~bnte $4.641 S1,i04 53.537 (S132) ~SG9 535.13 nI. 'CD'!. 
lnteTt!live . ~islon: ~r.'eiU:lnce only (5S~) (5131) (5424) (54,OSC) ("""'} ~O.l: ; nle 10% 

Dome~tic Violente P~e:r.rtot T~atment Pmg~ (S3:n4) (SaBO) (52,839) ($1,335) rsS.IiS91 ($~..a 1 ~ "Ie ,"" 
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Just i-c-e Reinvest ment 

o Example of reducing the prison 
forecast by 100 beds and re-investing 
50% in evidence based pro,grams 

I ~r.o .Cost ' 

C:docation in PtiSJoll 
COIreciior.al Education m Pri;on (basic o· pas ~U02 
~nitiye BE:h=:'o'iora! Prog;ams in Prison $117 

-CorrecfuI'2l • rocik=ieo - Pl(50n $l,,387 

1):oo-Coo;ts ~,095 
Employment AsS.rstance ill Co $132 
Muitidimensbnal Treatment Foster care S7 .• 73fJ 
Famii-,' ~ted Transitions (JRA) ~1O,993 
C'.cxx'cmation of Ser\'lE:es s3S6 
FFi (wmpetent) ~tior. 53,191 

~.906 s71>3 
$4,722 5t.~ 
sZ,7t1 ~1,~12 
51,545 5550 

$2,511 $l75 
$970 $367 
57;747 $5,929 
55,681 S2.,066 
$786 $l!,.216 
56,305 !?2.621 

0"/" 
j)'!.'o 
OC\\, 
0%, 

514569 
$13,267 I) 
$7,3I)S 5"/<. 246 
~,192 I> 

~n,902 

$17.553 
52,247 ii 
~1l,219 25% S4 



Justice · Reinvestme'nt 

Dfrect .CfilBi3Ic--term] FJSCaI! Impact 

. G'1i!,"'~ ar~ ~~n ~-ts ;;wm :&eADP ~iDfG'~hange ... 

I:mrlu~ct (long-term) I-lsca] JlIDp.act 

Pu-eser~ "{.aJ;r:eof c.2:ci:itbr:e1 Ul~U c ~ir<l2! ~r-.b~ costs;;from the 
AI}P :j:Oti>:Y orfcrl''p= 

Total claange m ~pay~costs 

J 

~ 
~ 

II 
I J 

II 
d 

-$2,139,203 

'$1.069,601 

-$1,[069,691 

~729,541 

== - GC-

-$3/210,540 

-$3550 ,001 T I 



Justice Rein-vestment 

R:is:kA~lysis 
(res[[lt5·.m simWati-on runs) 

PerCent Of ...,." ........ wh~ net: I!I 
vi'ct:imiZatiotl!5are I~l" lSIYo 

Average Cbnge in 
Victi~tiOFll5 

Ch2~p- iOOm ~,' - .-,. 
:~H~!1_r:r:g ~.L=L.}r 

- -

~ 
,Net impact on Ii 
... ictimi=tio~ ~ 

PcPOCnt c'h:;:mg~ II'· 
- . . I 
nil! ClErremt L 

= . 

- 33,0.6 

- 1253 

O.OOO{E} 



Limitat io-ns of CBA i-n crimi-na l 
justice 

o Req uires tnvestment of dollars 
D Requires time for b-enefit to accrue 
D Req uires data on costs and programs 
o Risk a,dverseinvestors on 2 year 

cycle 
o "Past performa-nce does not 

guarantee future results" 
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For More Informatio-n Co-ntact so o 

• Michael Wi lson 
Econo-mist, Criminal Justice Commission 
Michae/.K. Wi/so,n@state.or.us 
(503) 378-4850 



October 21,2011 Commission on Public Safety meeting, Southern Oregon 
University, Ashland 

Mike Wilson, CJC economist 

Audio Tape - Part 10, starting at 13:37 

... This is a program we did in Oregon. We did, the Criminal Justice Commission , 
an evaluation of re-entry programs. We just published this on our website a month 
or two ago, not too long ago. 

We looked at four re-entry program we funded in Oregon. This is a preliminary 
analysis, just the first year we followed these individuals out. 

But it appears that the program is working really well in Oregon, reducing 
recidivism by around 27%. 

So, using the cost-benefit model, we can look at that 27% reduction in recidivism 
and we can estimate how many crimes we can expect will be avoided. IN this . 
case we looked at a ten-year period and we can then, using that model, we can 
then estimate the cost of these crimes. The crimes avoided become benefits to 
taxpayers and crime victims. 

So in Oregon, the re-entry programs are around $3400 per participant. 

We looked at the benefits to the taxpayers and the benefits to victims for avoiding 
victimization. We were able to add these up and found a benefit to cost ratio of 
around seven, meaning that for each dollar we put into this program we expect to 
avoid seven dollars in taxpayer costs and victimization costs over a ten-year 
period. 

So for the budget folks, again, you have to invest up front. You're investing $3400 
up front. You are expecting to get your money back, but some of that's going to 
take many years to get back .. . 
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